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In the past two weeks, we spike the following key problems for fast and online expand: ● New data distribution hash algorithm: What are the jump consistent hash benefits and limitations? What is the performance overhead? ● Online segments preparation: How to add node/segments online including syncing up catalog consistently and bootstrapping new segments? ● Online table expansion: How to expand existing tables to new segments/nodes with minimal data movement and without blocking normal queries? The short answers to these questions are: ● Jump consistent hash is good fit to our use case. We can tolerate its limitations that we have to add/remove segments only at the end. That is, the segment id sequence of the the cluster has to be a succession sequence at any time. The execution overhead is also reasonable comparing to current cdbhash (11-14 seconds vs 8-9 seconds for 10M rows on a local VM with 4 cores) ● We can introduce a lock on master/QD to temporarily block catalog change, and then sync catalog to new segments and bootstrap new segments. When new segments are ready, we can update gp_segment_configuration and notify all postmaster to reload new cluster size. ● Data movement per table will be within a transaction with an Exclusive Mode lock. Introduce a new expression need_move to filter out the data that don’t need to move; Split the tuples from scan to generate two tuples, one for delete, one for insert; Send tuples via motion correctly: delete-tuple is sent to self, insert-tuple is sent to the new target segments computed by consistent hash using new cluster size. For long stories, please read the following sections:



1 New Hash Algorithm: jump consistent hash 1.1 Requirements on hash algorithm Hash algorithm to distribute data in an MPP database is very important. A hash function is just a function mapping tuple to a segment. Its prototype is Hash(tuple::Datum,cluster_size::int) -> segment_id::int. We have to choose an algorithm with at least two properties: 1. Monotonicity. For any tuple, if N > M, then Hash(tuple, N) >= Hash(tuple, M). This guarantees that data can only be moved to the new added segments. 2. Balance. For a cluster with size N, for any tuple, for any 0 


1.2 Jump Consistent Hash Algorithm Bucket-map algorithm proposed in previous design and ring-based consistent hash algorithm both have some drawbacks: 1. Big Context: To compute the Hash function, they both need a very big context to save global configs. For bucket-map, we have to keep the map information for looking-up. For ring-based consistent hash, we have to keep all the segments’ hash value and the virtual node mapping. 2. Tricky parameters: Both the two algorithms have some parameters that must be configured once and seldom modified. For bucket-map, total bucket number is a very tricky parameter. For ring-based consistent hash, the number of virtual nodes is the tricky parameter.



 



So, with the help and advice from Jesse Zhang, we make a study of Jump Consistent Hash Algorithm(https://arxiv.org/abs/1406.2294). According to our understand and spikes, the algorithm is suitable for elastic-expanding: 1. It invokes no tricky parameters. 2. It satisfies the monotonicity requirement, data will only move from old segments to new segments. 3. It can keep data distribution balanced from the probability point of view. 4. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(log(N)), N is the cluster size. Its performance is better than ring-based consistent and bucket-map. The algorithm is just several lines code with simply arithmetic computing, I paste it here: int32_t JumpConsistentHash(uint64_t key, int32_t num_segments) { int64_t b = 1, j = 0; while (j < num_segments) { b = j; key = key * 2862933555777941757ULL + 1; j = (b + 1) * (((double)(1LL << 31)) / ((double)((key >> 33)) + 1)); } return b; }



I wrote a article on my personal blog to analyze the algorithm. If you want to understand the algorithm deeply, please refer https://kainwenblog.wordpress.com/2018/06/25/jump-consistent-hash-algorithm/ after you read the original paper.



We have some spikes on Using Jump Consistent Hash in Greenplum to test its performance. Test Case1: we hacked cdbhash.c. We only add one line of code to compute jump_consistent_hash(h->hash, 600), then modulo by cluster size to get a reasonable segment_id. We want to see the overhead introduced by this line computing. The spike code is here: https://github.com/kainwen/gpdb/commits/jump_consistent_hash I test this in my own laptop, a 4 cores, 8G Ram, Ubuntu 16.04 Virtual Machine. The cluster is just the demo-cluster(1 master, 3 segments, all on one host). The test sql is insert into t select * from generate_series(1, 10000000); The plan of this query is: QUERY PLAN --------------------------------------------------------------------------Insert on t -> Redistribute Motion 1:3 (slice1; segments: 1) Hash Key: generate_series.generate_series -> Function Scan on generate_series To insert 10 million rows of code, with the extra line of code, this statement finishes in about 11~14 seconds; without this line of code, this statement fininshes in about 8-9 seconds. (On my laptop’s VM, a 4 cores, 8G Ram, Ubuntu 16.04 Virtual Machine. The cluster is just the demo-cluster(1 master, 3 segments, all on one host), both compile with O3 and disable-cassert and disable-debug) Test Case2: We wrote a cpp program to test computing cost of 1) simply modulo; 2) jump consistent hash with N=1024; 3) look up in a hash map(c++’s unordered_map). The code can be found here: https://pastebin.ubuntu.com/p/kb8wyjZ5VZ/ . Also paste here: #include #include #include #include



   



using namespace std; int32_t JumpConsistentHash(uint64_t key, int32_t num_buckets) { int64_t b = 1, j = 0; while (j < num_buckets) { b = j; key = key * 2862933555777941757ULL + 1;



j = (b + 1) * (((double)(1LL << 31)) / ((double)((key >> 33)) +



1)); } return b; }



int main() { int i; int k = 0; std::unordered_map map; for (i = 0; i < 1024; i++) map[i] = i; struct timespec start, end; clock_gettime(CLOCK_MONOTONIC_RAW, &start); for (i = 0; i < 100000; i++) { k += JumpConsistentHash(i, 1024); //k+= i % 1024; //k += map[i]; } clock_gettime(CLOCK_MONOTONIC_RAW, &end); double delta_ms = (end.tv_sec - start.tv_sec) * 1000.0 + (end.tv_nsec start.tv_nsec) / 1000000.0; printf("%lf ms k=%d\n", delta_ms, k); return 0; }



Compile it in O3 mode, and test it on my own machine(8 cores, 16G Ram, Mac Os), the result is: ● Simple modulo is much too faster than the other two. Because it only costs one instrution of the CPU. ● Jump consistent hash is a little faster than looking up in unordered_map. For more performance reports, please refer to the original paper. It shows that jump consistent hash is much faster than ring-based consistent hash, especially when cluster size is large.



Let’s summarize the benefit of jump consistent hash: 1. Data will only move from old segments to the new added segments, which means network flow complexity is O(N*M), N is the number of old segments, M is the number of new added segments. When M is small, it is linear complexity O(N). However, current code of greenplum, the network flow complexity is O(N^2), square complexity. 2. Much less data need to move. If we have N segments now, we want to add 1 segment into the cluster. Without consistent hash, we have to move all the data, 100%. With consistent hash, only (1/N) of data need to move. If N is more than 100, then we need only move less than 1% of the whole data. The only known limits of jump consistent hash, as mentioned in the original paper, is that, it requires adding/removing segments only at the end. That is, the segment id sequence of the the cluster has to be a succession sequence at any time(always 0~N-1, if we have N segments in the cluster).



2 Online segment preparation 2.1 Why gpexpand stops the cluster to add new segments? ● ● ● ●



gpexpand creates a base template from master and deploy it to new segments, it has to ensure that there is no catalog updates during the process; cluster size GpIdentity.numsegments is a fixed value specified via postgres argument --gp_num_contents_in_cluster, it can not be changed at runtime; similar to the cluster size, updates to gp_segment_configuration might not be seen in time; a limitation in gang size (1-gang or N-gang) and gang reuse;



2.2 Solution Create base files for new segment During the base template deployment process, to prevent the catalog updates we could introduce a lock in heap_{insert,update,delete}() operations for catalog tables on qd, then we do not need to stop the cluster. Note that some catalog tables are only meaningful on qd, gp_segment_configuration, gp_configuration_history, gp_segment_configuration, pg_description, pg_partition, pg_partition_rule, pg_shdescription, pg_stat_last_operation, pg_stat_last_shoperation, pg_statistic, pg_partition_encoding, pg_auth_time_constraint, we need to skip them in above checks, otherwise DMLs might also be blocked. (e.g. “insert into t1 values (1,1)” might internally trigger auto vacuum and update pg_statistic)



Add the new segment to the cluster There is GUCs to add new segment to gp_segment_configuration, some hacks are needed to let the processes know these changes at first time.



Let the processes know the new cluster size We should add a share memory variable to store the latest cluster size, whenever we updated gp_segment_configuration we should notify all the postmasters to reload the cluster size, all the aux/qd/qe processes should set this value to GpIdentity.numsegments at proper time, e.g. at begin or end of transactions. In our POC we’ll simply update GpIdentity.numsegments for all postgres processes via gdb.



2.3 POC script This script is for POC only, it adds a new segment to a demo cluster (at ~/src/gpdb.git/gpAux/gpdemo/datadirs, with 3 segments and no mirror/standby) at runtime. A hacked gpdb is needed as explained above. For simplify we made some restrictions: ● during the process the cluster does not need to restart, but catalog updates should be manually prevented as we didn’t include the catalog lock; ● existing client connections could still work __after__ the expanding, but there is a small GAP that queries can not be executed as we didn’t use the gentle approach to update GpIdentity.numsegments; #!/usr/bin/env bash dbid=5 content=$((dbid-2)) port=$((25432+content)) infix=demoDataDir basedir=~/src/gpdb.git/gpAux/gpdemo/datadirs qddir=$basedir/qddir/${infix}-1 newdir=$basedir/expand/${infix}${content} # copy template rm -rf $newdir mkdir -p $newdir chmod 700 $newdir



cp -a $qddir/* $newdir/ # fixup template rm -rf $newdir/gpperfmon/data rm -rf $newdir/pg_log rm -rf $newdir/gpexpand.* rm -f $newdir/postmaster.opts rm -f $newdir/postmaster.pid rm -f $newdir/gp_dbid # configure new segment sed -ri "/^port=[[:digit:]]+/s//port=${port}/" $newdir/postgresql.conf echo "dbid =$dbid" > $newdir/gp_dbid chmod 400 $newdir/gp_dbid mkdir -p $newdir/pg_xlog/archive_status mkdir -p $newdir/pg_log # TODO: update gp_num_contents_in_cluster in postmaster.opts on each segment # start new segment env GPSESSID=0000000000 GPERA=None pg_ctl \ -D $newdir \ -l $newdir/pg_log/startup.log \ -w \ -t 600 \ -o " -p $port --gp_dbid=$dbid --gp_num_contents_in_cluster=0 --silent-mode=true --gp_contentid=$content -c gp_role=utility " \ start \ 2>&1 # until now there is no changes to the cluster, # existing client connections can still run queries successfully # let master know about the new negment hostname="$(hostname)" address="$hostname" PGOPTIONS='-c gp_session_role=utility' psql postgres -a 


done # now existing client connections can run queries successfully again



3 Online table expansion Currently, greenplum re-organization data to all the segments(including the new added ones) via tmp table. This leads to inserting each tuple again in the table. We should only touch those tuples that need to move because we have consistent hash available only a small part of data need to move. And we could finish the job in a transaction that only locks the table in Exclusive Mode, which means the table is still allowed to read, but is not allowed to update/delete(Current gpdb lock the table in access exclusive mode, no read or write is allowed to that table).



3.1 Inplace Implementation We focus on hash distributed tables since randomly distributed tables are easy to handle. Suppose we have added some new segments on the cluster: ● Segment 0, Segment 1, Segment 2, …, Segment N-1 are old segments(old cluster size is N) ● Segment N, segment N+1, …, Segment M-1 are new-added segments(after expanding, cluster size is N+M) Catalog info is complete on the new-added segments. There’s no data on the new-added segments yet. Supose table t is hash-distributed over the cluster. We don’t want to change the table’s distribution policy, so we have to tell the greenplum to compute hash using the old cluster size N(since we have not moved data yet). We add one column `segments` to keep the table’s corresponding cluster size in the catalog `gp_distribution_policy`. So, after expanding, the cluster size is N+M, however, in the catalog `gp_distribution_policy`, table t’s segments is still N. The query on table t can still take the advantage of co-location. Table t’s data has not yet distributed to the new-added M segments. Now let’s move part of table t’s data to the new added segments. We will finish the job in a transaction. The process is like: 1. Begin a transaction 2. Lock table t in exclusive mode 3. Update catalog gp_distribution_policy to set table t’s segments to N+M(current cluster size), other transactions can only see this change after this transaction commit.



4. Move data: a. Scan the table t b. filter out the data that do not need to move c. split the tuples from scan to generate two tuples, one for delete, one for insert d. Send tuples via motion correctly: delete-tuple is sent to self, insert-tuple is sent to the target computed by consistent hash using cluster size N+M(read from gp_distribution_policy’ segments column). e. Execute delete/insert f. Commit the transaction We find this process very similar to the process of updating a distributed hash column(This feature is available in ORCA, and for planner there’s already a open PR: https://github.com/greenplum-db/gpdb/pull/4644). In our spikes, we use this plan of ORCA, but hack the execution of Motion. Our data movement query is update t set t = t + 0 where need_move;)Its plan(generated by ORCA) is: QUERY PLAN -----------------------------------------------------------Update -> Result -> Redistribute Motion 3:3   (slice1; segments: 3) Hash Key: (public.t.c + 0) -> Result -> Split -> Result -> Table Scan on t Filter: need_move 



We implement a new expression `need_move` to do filter while table scan. This filter will reduce most of the tuples so it is very important. We try many methods, but the only method we find is to add a new expression to do the filter. We tried to implement this via a UDF but fails. Because tables’ distributed columns(types and positions) might be different, and a UDF cannot access raw tuple directly. The filter is to determine whether the tuple need to move, it has to take in the table t’s distributed columns data and type, plus the cluster size N+M to compute the target segment id, if target segment id is not equal to self segment id, the tuple need to move, the expression returns true. The only code we modified is the execution of the motion. We add a flag, if the flag is set, the executor knows that we are doing data-movement. And the tuple generated by Split Node has a column to identify where the tuple is to delete or to insert. We add several lines of code in the



execution of motion in our spike: If the tuple is to delete, we change the targetRoute to self segment_id. Then we finish the job by deleting the tuple locally and insert it remotely. We could use explicit redistribute motion to accomplish the job in production code. Above solution is just for spike to prove the idea is correct.



3.2 Known Issue There is another reason that the table is locked on access exclusive mode while reorganizing data. The problem is that the catalog gp_distribution_policy is accessed via SnapshotNow. That is when a transaction updates the catalog, others might read incorrect results. For more details, please refer: http://rhaas.blogspot.com/2013/07/mvcc-catalog-access.html. This is fixed in postgres9.4.



We might work around the problem by using the correct snapshot or wait for 9.4 merge finishing.



4 References 1. Google’s paper of jump consistent hash: https://arxiv.org/abs/1406.2294 2. The original consistent hash paper: https://www.akamai.com/es/es/multimedia/documents/technical-publication/consistent-h ashing-and-random-trees-distributed-caching-protocols-for-relieving-hot-spots-on-the-wo rld-wide-web-technical-publication.pdf 3. Analysis of jump consistent hash: https://kainwenblog.wordpress.com/2018/06/25/jump-consistent-hash-algorithm/ 4. MVCC Catalog Access: http://rhaas.blogspot.com/2013/07/mvcc-catalog-access.html
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